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1 Introduction
Most parts of the Kinetis L series MCU integrate the same I2S (SAI) module,
but the function of I2S module in different parts is not the same. For example,
the FIFO size of the KL28 I2S module is 4x32 bits, and the FIFO size of other
parts is 1x32 bits, among which KL0x does not have the I2S module. The parts
with the I2S module in Kinetis L series MCU are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The parts with I2S module in Kinetis L series MCU
Kinetis L
series

KL1x

RAM

USB

PLL

DMA
channel

MCLK
fractional
divider

Supports USB
audio
application

Part number Flash

(kB)

KL16Z32

32

4

1

1

0

YES

4

YES

NO

KL16Z64

64

8

1

1

0

YES

4

YES

NO

KL16Z128

128

16

1

1

0

YES

4

YES

NO

KL16Z256

256

32

1

1

0

YES

4

YES

NO

KL17Z128

128

16

1

1

0

NO

4

NO

NO

KL17Z256

256

32

1

1

0

NO

4

NO

NO

KL26Z128

128

16

1

1

1

YES

4

YES

YES

KL26Z256

256

32

1

1

1

YES

4

YES

YES

KL26Z32

32

4

1

1

1

YES

4

YES

YES

KL26Z64

64

16

1

1

1

YES

4

YES

YES

NO

YES, only
asynchronous
mode

NO

YES, only
asynchronous
mode

KL27Z128

KL2x

I2S
FIFO
size

I2S
number

KL27Z256

128

256

16

32

1

1

1

1

1

1

NO

NO
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Table 1. The parts with I2S module in Kinetis L series MCU (continued)
Kinetis L
series

KL3x

RAM
Part number Flash

I2S
FIFO
size

USB

PLL

DMA
channel

MCLK
fractional
divider

Supports USB
audio
application

KL28Z512

512

128

1

4

1

YES

8

NO

YES, only
asynchronous
mode

KL33Z128

128

16

1

1

0

NO

4

NO

NO

KL33Z256

256

32

1

1

0

NO

4

NO

NO

KL36Z128

128

16

1

1

0

YES

4

YES

NO

KL36Z256

256

32

1

1

0

YES

4

YES

NO

NO

YES, only
asynchronous
mode

KL43Z128

KL4X

(kB)

I2S
number

128

16

1

1

1

NO

4

KL43Z256

256

32

1

1

1

NO

4

NO

YES, only
asynchronous
mode

KL46Z128

128

16

1

1

1

YES

4

YES

YES

KL46Z256

256

32

1

1

1

YES

4

YES

YES

Table 1 lists that:
1. There are some parts with audio master clock (MCLK) fraction dividers, such as KL26 and KL46.
2. There are some parts without MCLK fractional dividers, such as KL27Z256, KL43Z256, and so on.
3. The FIFO size of the KL28 I2S transceiver is 4x32 bits, and FIFO size of the I2S module on other parts is 1x32 bits.
4. KL1x and KL3x do not have USB peripherals, while KL2x and KL4x have USB peripherals, and are suitable for USB
audio applications.
NOTE
The parts without MCLK fractional divider can also be applied to USB audio application, such as USB audio devices
working in asynchronous mode.

The device in asynchronous mode does not need to adjust the I2S clock on the device side, but only must tell the USB host the
real sample rate of the I2S through the feedback endpoint. The USB host adjusts the transmission rate of the audio data. The
MCU with MCLK fractional divider can be perfectly applied to USB audio applications, that is, it can realize the USB audio device
in asynchronous mode and the USB audio device in synchronous mode.
There is a special use case to implement a synchronous mode USB audio device using an MCU without a fractional divider, as
described in USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364). Figure 1 shows the USB audio synchronous mode
is successfully implemented on KL27.
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Figure 1. The system block diagram of KL27 audio speaker
The implementation method is to adjust the bit clock (BCLK) frequency by dynamically adjusting the integer frequency division
factor and word length of the I2S transmitter (TX). Using this method, the I2S clock on the USB device side synchronizes with the
start of frame (SOF) signal sent by the USB host. This application note introduces how to switch the bit clock of the I2S module
coherently when the I2S module is working.
In the application of the USB audio synchronization mode, it is sometimes necessary to switch the BCLK of the I2S in real time
to keep the I2S clock on the device side synchronized with the SOF signal sent by the USB host. DMA is used to implement
the transfer of audio data between buffers and the I2S data registers due to the large amount of audio data and high real-time
requirements. For example, in a USB audio speaker application, use DMA to transfer the audio data sent by the USB host to the
I2S TX DATA register (TDR). Due to the high requirements for real-time performance, I2S data must be continuously transmitted,
so the DMA link method is used to realize the continuous transmission of DMA. This application note takes KL27 as an example
to describe how to switch the BCLK coherently when the DMA is working continuously.

2 How to switch the BCLK of the I2S module
This section uses the use case from USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364) as an example to explain how
to switch the BCLK of the I2S module.

2.1 Introduction to KL27 I2S module
The block diagram of the I2S module of the Kinetis L series MCU is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. I2S/SAI block diagram
The audio clock in Figure 2 is used to generate the bit clock when the receiver or transmitter is configured for an internally
generated bit clock. Each I2S (SAI) peripheral can control the input clock selection, pin direction, and divide ratio of one audio
master clock. If an I2S module using the audio master clock is enabled, the input clock selection and pin direction cannot be
altered. The MCLK divide ratio can be altered while an I2S is using the master clock, although the change in the divide ratio takes
several cycles. The audio master clock generation and selection is chip-specific. For more information on how the audio master
clocks are generated, see chip-specific reference manual KL27 Sub-Family Reference Manual (document KL27P64M48SF6RM).
A typical implementation appears in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. I2S master clock generation
NOTE
Figure 3 is only a typical diagram, the input selection of the master clock of different chips is different, and not all
chips have fractional clock dividers. The real I2S clock block diagram of KL27 is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. KL27 I2S clock generation
Figure 4 shows that there are four options for the clock source of the master clock of KL27. Table 2 lists the KL27 I2S MCLK input
clock selection.
Table 2. KL27 I2S MCLK input clock selection
MCR[MICS]

Clock selection

00

System clock

01

OSCERCLK

10

MCGIRCLK

11

MCGPCLK

In USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364), the input source of I2S MCLK is 48 M system clock. KL27 does
not have PLL and master clock divider (fractional divider). So if you want to change the BCLK of the I2S module, you can only
modify the bit clock divider for a given bit clock source. The transmitter and receiver can independently select between the bus
clock and the audio master clock (MCLK) to generate the bit clock. The MCLK select (MSEL) field of the transmit configuration 2
register and receive configuration 2 register (TCR2[MSEL] and RCR2[MSEL]) selects the master clock.
Table 3 shows the TCR2[MSEL] and RCR2[MSEL] field settings for KL27.
Table 3. KL27 I2S master clock settings
TCR2[MSEL], RCR2[MSEL]

Master clock

00

Bus clock

01

I2S0_MCLK

10

Not supported

11

Not supported

In USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364), I2S_MCLK is used as the clock source of BCLK.
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2.2 Update BCLK
As mentioned in the Introduction to KL27 I2S module, KL27 does not have a PLL and a fractional divider. Therefore, a
bit clock that is closer to the ideal value is only obtained by modifying the bit clock divider (I2S_TCR2[DIV]) or I2S word
length (I2S_TCR4[SYWD]).
This section describes how to choose the correct moment to modify the bit clock divider and I2S word length so that the
bit clock can be switched coherently. According to the description of the KL27 Sub-Family Reference Manual (document
KL27P64M48SF6RM), when the I2S_TCSR[TE] bit is set, the I2S_TCR2, I2S_TCR4, I2S_TCR5 registers cannot be changed.
Among them, I2S_TCR2[DIV] is used to configure the frequency division coefficient of the bit clock, and I2S_TCR4[SYWD] is used
to configure the word length of I2S. Therefore, the I2S_TCSR[TE] bit must be cleared before modifying these registers.
To sum up, modifying the frequency of the bit clock on the KL27 requires the following three steps:
1. Clear I2S_TCSR[TE] bit
2. Modify bit clock divider (I2S_TCR2[DIV]) and I2S word length (I2S_TCR4[SYWD])
3. Re-enable I2S_TCSR[TE] bit
In USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364), since the DMA link method is used, the DMA is always working.
When updating the BCLK, it is necessary to select a suitable time so that the BCLK can be updated coherently without TX
FIFO underrun.
How to properly clear TE describes how to find this correct moment to clear TE. The TE is not cleared until the transmission of
the current frame is completed. After the transmission of the current frame is completed, the frame sync/word select (WS) signal
is idle. In USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364), the idle state of WS is high.
Before introducing how to update BCLK correctly, let us first introduce the initial configuration of the I2S registers used in this
application note.

2.2.1 KL27 I2S register configuration
The format of the USB audio data used in this example is two-channel 48 K/24 bit. DMA transfers the audio data in the ring buffer
to the I2S TX DATA register, and the DMA transfer does not support the 24-bit format. Thus, the data width of each transfer of the
DMA is configured as 32 bits. In order to facilitate the DMA transfer, after receiving the 24-bit audio data sent by the USB host, fill
the upper 8 bits with 0. Then save it in the ring buffer and wait for the DMA transfer to the I2S TX DATA register. Therefore, the
data format of I2S TX channel should be configured as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. KL27 I2S TX format
I2S TX format

Description

Frame size

2

Two channel

Sync width

32

I2S data width

Sample rate

48000

Sample rate

The required BCLK = 48000 * 2 * 32 = 3072000. This frequency cannot be obtained by 48 M MCLK through integer frequency
division, but we can change the I2S word length from 32 to 25. For details, refer to Chapter 2.4 KL27 clock distribution in USB
Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364).
The value of I2S_TCR2[DIV] = 9, and the frequency division coefficient = (I2S_TCR2[DIV] + 1) * 2 = 20.
BCLK = 48 M / 48000 / 2 /25 / ((DIV+1) * 2 ) = 2.4 M.
In this application note, the configuration of related registers of I2S TX is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. KL27 I2S TX related register configuration
Register

Field

Value

Description

I2S_TCSR

FWDE

1

Enables the DMA request

FEIE

1

Enables the interrupt

BCE

1

Transmit bit clock is enabled

TE

1

Transmitter is enabled. When software clears this field, the transmitter
remains enabled, and this bit remains set, until the end of the
current frame.

DIV

9

BCLK frequency division factor =（9 + 1）* 2

BCD

1

Bit clock is generated internally in Master mode.

BCP

1

Bit clock is active low with drive outputs on the falling edge and sample
inputs on the rising edge.

SYNC

0

Asynchronous mode

FSD

1

Frame sync is generated internally in Central mode.

FSP

1

Frame sync is active low.

ONDEM

0

Internal frame sync is generated continuously.

FSE

1

Frame sync asserts 1 bit before the first bit of the frame.

MF

1

MSB is transmitted first.

SYWD

0x18

Word length = SYWD + 1

FCONT

1

On FIFO error, the I2S will continue from the same word that caused
the FIFO error to set after the FIFO warning flag has been cleared.

FRSZ

1

Frame size is 2 words.

W0W

0x18

Word 0 width is 25

WNW

0x18

Word N width is 25.

DUF

0

MCLK divider ratio is not being updated currently.

MOE

1

MCLK signal pin is configured as an output from the MCLK divider.

MICS

0

System clock selected.

I2S_TCR2

I2S_TCR4

I2S_TCR5

I2S_MCR

The input source of I2S_MCLK is the system clock of 48 M, and this clock generates BCLK.
From the configuration of I2S_TCR4 and I2S_TCR5, it can be seen that each frame contains 2 words, that is, two channels. The
width of each word is 25 bits. The WS is active low and arrives one clock earlier than BCLK. The I2S signal is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. I2S signal
When software clears I2S_TCSR[TE], TE is not cleared immediately. It is cleared after the current frame transmission is
completed, that is, TE can be cleared only when WS is high.
When TE is cleared, modify the bit clock divide I2Sx_TCR2[DIV] and word length I2Sx_TCR4[SYWD]. Then re-enable TE, the new
bit clock, and WS takes effect immediately.

2.2.2 How to properly clear TE
The section describes that TE is cleared when WS is high. Thus, when DMA continues to work, find the appropriate moment as TE
cannot be cleared at any time. If TE is cleared at any time, sometimes the operation of clearing TE conflicts with the falling edge
of the next WS (start of the next frame). As a result, TE is cleared when WS is low (a new frame transmission starts), as shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Clear TE when WS is low
After the bit clock divider and I2S word length are updated and TE is re-enabled, the new WS signal does not appear. Figure
6 shows the operation of clearing the TE bit (I2S0->TCSR = ((I2S0->TCSR & 0xFFE3FFFFU) & (~I2S_TCSR_TE_MASK))) is
executed when the current frame is about to end. As a result, the operation of clearing TE conflicts with the start time (falling edge
of WS) of the next frame. This phenomenon does not occur every time the BCLK is updated. It only occurs when there is a timing
conflict between the operation of clearing TE and the falling edge of WS. The normal sequence of updating the bit clock may be
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Clear TE in left channel stage

Figure 8. Clear TE in right channel stage
The operation of clearing TE may occur in the left channel stage or in the right channel stage, and there is no time conflict with the
falling edge of WS, as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In this case, TE is cleared after the current frame transmission ends, that
is, when WS is high. Because the operation of clearing TE can occur at any time, there may be some potential risks as shown in
Figure 6. Therefore, it is necessary to find an appropriate time to clear the TE bit to ensure that after each update of BCLK, the
WS signal can work normally.
To make users better understand some behaviors inside the I2S module, several key time points are introduced.
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• Moment when the data in the TX FIFO is loaded into the shift register:
When the rising or falling edge of WS occurs, the data in the TX FIFO is loaded into the shift register. The KL27 has only one
FIFO, so when writing data to the I2S TX DATA register, the data is written directly to the TX FIFO.
• Moment when FIFO empty flag is set:
Once the data in the FIFO is loaded into the shift register and the FIFO is empty, the FIFO empty flag is set. DMA request is
initiated to request the DMA to transfer new data to the TX I2S register. For example, when the falling edge of WS comes, the
left channel data in the FIFO is loaded into the shift register, and the FIFO becomes empty. A new DMA request is initiated,
and the DMA immediately writes the right channel data to the TX DATA register. This also means that the data of the right
channel has been written into the FIFO when the shifter has not completed the transmission of the data of the left channel.
• Moment when FIFO error flag is set:
If the corresponding bit of TCR3[TCE] is clear or if the FIFO is full, writes to a TDR are ignored. If the Transmit FIFO is empty,
the TDR must be written at least three-bit clocks before the start of the next unmasked word to avoid a FIFO underrun. If the
DMA stops working for some reason (for example, the I2S DMA request is disabled) and the I2S TX FIFO is empty, if there is
a new WS rising or falling edge, the shift register cannot be loaded with new data, the FIFO error flag sets. If the FIFO error
interrupt is enabled, a FIFO error interrupt also generates. Therefore, when clearing TE, not only ensure that TE is cleared
when WS is high, but also ensure that new data has been written in the FIFO. If no new data is written into the FIFO, a FIFO
error interrupt generates when the new bit clock takes effect, and the new WS falling edge appears because the TX FIFO
is underrun.
The operation of clearing TE should be kept as far away as possible from the moment when the falling edge of WS occurs to
prevent the time conflict between the operation of clearing TE and the falling edge of WS. The following methods can be used to
find an appropriate time:
/* Wait TX FIFO is empty */
while(!(I2S0->TCSR & I2S_TCSR_FWF_MASK)) { }

Use the while loop in the program to poll the I2S0_TCSR register until the TX FIFO is empty. It means that the rising or falling edge
of WS has arrived, the data in the FIFO has been loaded into the TX shift register, and a new DMA request has been initiated (DMA
transfers new data in the FIFO to eliminate the FIFO empty flag). At this time, there is still about one word or two words before the
falling edge of the next WS (start of the next frame), and the operation of clearing TE can be executed, as shown below:
/* Clear TE bit */
I2S0->TCSR = ((I2S0->TCSR & 0xFFE3FFFFU) & (~(I2S_TCSR_TE_MASK)));

After executing the above code, do not update the bit clock divider and I2S TX word length immediately because TE is not cleared
until the current frame is transmitted. Therefore, it is necessary to wait for TE to be cleared, and use the following code to wait for
TE to be cleared:
/* Wait until TE is cleared */
while ((I2S0->TCSR & I2S_TCSR_TE_MASK)) {}

Once TE becomes 0, the bit clock divider and I2S TX word length can be modified.
/* Modify the
I2S0->TCR5 &=
I2S0->TCR5 &=
I2S0->TCR5 &=
I2S0->TCR5 |=
I2S0->TCR4 &=
I2S0->TCR4 |=
I2S0->TCR2 |=

frequency division coefficient of the bit clock and the I2S word length*/
~I2S_TCR5_WNW_MASK;
~I2S_TCR5_WNW_MASK;
~I2S_TCR5_W0W_MASK;
I2S_TCR5_WNW(wordLength - 1U) | I2S_TCR5_W0W(wordLength - 1U);
~I2S_TCR4_SYWD_MASK;
I2S_TCR4_SYWD(wordLength-1);
I2S_TCR2_DIV(X);
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After modifying the bit clock divider and TX word length, re-enable TE to make the new bit clock and WS take effect.
/* Enable TE */
SAI_TxEnable(AUDIO_SERVICE_I2S_BASEADDR, true);

The timing diagram of this process is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The correct timing for updating bit clock
As can be seen from Figure 9, the whole process of switching the bit clock takes 22 µs, and there is no data loss. It can be said
that the bit clock is coherently updated. For the specific implementation code, refer to USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27
(document AN13364) software.

3 Test
For the test environment and test details, refer to USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364). Table 6 lists the
following three configurations that are selected for USB Audio Synchronous Mode on KL27 (document AN13364).
Table 6. Configuration of three I2S_WS frequencies
I2S_WS

Word length

I2S_TCR2[DIV]

g_I2sFormatIndex

47619

28

8

0

48000

25

9

1

48387

31

7

2

The process of updating the BCLK is shown in Figure 9. The BCLK is switched from 2.632 M to 2.4 M, the WS frequency is
switched from 47619 Hz to 48000 Hz, and the whole process only takes 22 µs.

4 Conclusion
This application note describes how to update the I2S bit clock coherently and WS frequency in USB audio applications without
PLL and fractional dividers. The switching process of bit clock and WS only takes about 22 µs, which can be successfully
implemented even when DMA is working continuously. For those MCUs with PLL and fractional divider, the MCLK divide ratio
(I2S_MDR[FRACT]) can be directly modified to obtain the desired frequency. This process may take several clocks.
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Date
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